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ABSTRACT
Numerical simulations of a NACA0012 aerofoil at

Re∞ = 50,000 and M∞ = 0.4 are presented at various an-
gles of attack in order to invest the noise generated by sep-
aration and stall. Three cases are considered, low angle of
attack laminar separation bubble (LSB), onset of stall, and
deep stall. The primary aims of the work is to extend the
current understanding of noise generation mechanisms in
separated and stalled flows, and to contribute to a high fi-
delity database on aerofoil noise.

INTRODUCTION
Currently the majority of our understanding concern-

ing aerofoil noise generation mechanisms is restricted to
low angle of attack scenarios. Despite this, in a significant
number of real applications (e.g. aero-engine components,
high lift devices and wind farms) aerofoils are operated at
high angles in order to maximise aerodynamic efficiency.
Under these conditions aerofoils are highly susceptible to
flow separation and stall, particularly if subjected to un-
steady inflow conditions.

The high angle regime is characterised by significantly
increased noise levels relative to attached flow cases. De-
pending on the angle of attack and Reynolds number var-
ious flow features may be responsible for the noise gen-
eration. This could include coherent leading edge vor-
tex shedding, shear layer flapping, or shear layer instabil-
ities (Lacagnina et al., 2018). The stall noise generated
by a NACA0012 aerofoil at Re∞ = 150,000 and low speed
(U∞ = 20m/s to 33m/s) has been investigated both exper-
imentally and numerically by Moreau et al. (2009). They
categorised the stall noise into two regimes, light stall and
deep stall. In both cases the noise generated was found to be
dipolar, and significantly increased at low frequencies rela-
tive to an attached flow case. In the deep stall regime strong
tones were also present which were theorised to be caused
by shear layer instabilities and vortex shedding.

It is also anticipated that the Mach number (M∞) will
play a significant role in the generation of stall noise. Wolf

et al. (2012), carried out a numerical study of a NACA0012
aerofoil at Re∞ = 408,000, M∞ = 0.115 and 0.4 at 5◦ angle
of attack. It was demonstrated how at larger Mach numbers
quadrupole sources (which are often neglected for aerofoil
noise) become significant for medium to high frequencies.

The objective of the current work is to contribute to the
understanding of the noise generation mechanisms associ-
ated with aerofoil stall and separation (in light of the large
parameter space highlighted by previous findings). This
study is part of a wider collaborative project between the
University of Bristol and University of Southampton. The
overall aim is to establish a comprehensive freely available
data base of high quality numerical and experimental aero-
foil noise data. The current paper considers the numerical
results obtained to date, which are still a work in progress.
High order accurate Navier-Stokes simulations are carried
out for a NACA0012 aerofoil at three angles of attack 5◦,
10◦, and 15◦, Re∞ = 50,000 and M∞ = 0.4. The dipole
noise contribution is calculated using a frequency domain
Ffocws-Williams and Hawkings formulation and contrasted
for the three cases. Two-dimensional contour maps of the
wall pressure spectra are also presented, revealing the dom-
inant source strength regions for different angle of attack
and frequency.

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
In the current approach a high fidelity implicit large-

eddy simulation (ILES) technique is employed to solve the
full three-dimensional compressible Navier-Stokes equa-
tions in a conservative form transformed onto a generalised
coordinate system. The ILES method utilises a discrete
wavenumber filter with variable cut-off (normalised by grid
spacing) (Kim, 2010) in order to dissipate unresolved sub-
grid scales. The governing equations are as follows:
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where a∞ is the ambient speed of sound; and, the indices
i= 1,2,3 and j = 1,2,3 denote the three dimensions. In (1),
QQQ represents the conservative variables, EEE the convective
fluxes, and FFF the viscous and heat fluxes. The conservative
variable and flux vectors are given by

QQQ = [ρ,ρu,ρv,ρw,ρet]
T

EEE j = [ρu j,(ρuu j +δ1 j p),(ρvu j +δ2 j p)

(ρwu j +δ3 j p),(ρet + p)u j]
T

FFF j = [0,τ1 j,τ2 j,τ3 j,uiτ ji +q j]
T

 (2)

with the stress tensor, and the heat flux is given by
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where ξi = {ξ ,η ,ζ} are the generalised coordinates, x j =
{x,y,z} are the Cartesian coordinates, and the Jacobian de-
terminant of the coordinate transformation (from Cartesian
to the body fitted) is defined as J−1 = |∂ (x,y,z)/∂ (ξ ,η ,ζ )|.
Additionally, δi j is the Kronecker delta, u j = {u,v,w}, the
total energy et = p/[(γ−1)ρ]+u ju j/2 and γ = 1.4 for air.
Computations are carried out with dimensionless quantities.
The normalisation variables are chord length (Lc), speed of
sound (a∞), and free-stream density (ρ∞).

The governing equations given above are solved by us-
ing high-order accurate numerical methods specifically de-
veloped for aeroacoustic simulations on structured grids.
The flux derivatives in space are calculated based on eight-
order compact finite difference schemes at interior nodes,
and sixth-order at the boundaries, based on a seven point
stencil described in Kim (2007). Explicit time advanc-
ing of the numerical solution is carried out by using
the classical fourth-order Runge-Kutta scheme. Numeri-
cal stability is maintained with the aforementioned sixth-
order wavenumber-optimised discrete filter, utilising a cut-
off wavenumber set to 0.85π (normalised by grid spacing).
The computation is parallelised via domain decomposition
and message passing interface (MPI) approaches. The com-
pact finite difference schemes and filters used are implicit
in space due to the inversion of pentadiagonal matrices in-
volved, which requires a precise and efficient technique for
the parallelisation in order to avoid numerical artefacts that
may appear at the subdomain boundaries. A recent par-
allelisation approach based on quasi-disjoint matrix sys-
tems (Kim, 2013) offering super-linear scalability is used in
the current methodology. Computations are carried out in
the UK national supercomputer ARCHER utilising 26400
points per processor.

Domain, initial, and boundary conditions
The computational domain is shown in figure 1(a). A

structured grid is used based on an H-topology, which is
stretched in both the streamwise and vertical directions. The
aerofoil is positioned at the centre of the grid with the ori-
gin at the mid-chord location. The geometry considered
is a NACA0012 aerofoil with a sharp trailing edge (TE),
and a uniform span Lz = 0.2Lc. A sponge layer (thickness
2Lc) surrounds the perimeter of the domain (longitudinal
and vertical boundaries) which is implemented through the
source term SSS in (1) (Kim et al., 2010). The purpose of
the sponge layer is to attenuate any acoustic waves in or-
der to prevent spurious reflections at the domain boundaries

by smoothly forcing to the mean flow condition. Addi-
tionally, characteristic-based boundary conditions are im-
plemented at the far-field boundaries (non-reflecting (Kim
& Lee, 2000)) and on the aerofoil surface (non-slip (Kim &
Lee, 2004)). Characteristic interface conditions are also re-
quired at the six block boundaries (see figure 1(a)) where
the grid is discontinuous. In the lateral direction a peri-
odic condition is implemented. The total grid cell count is

Δ

Δ
Δ

Δ
Δ
Δ

Figure 2. Spanwise averaged surface mesh sizes in wall
units for α = 10◦ case

Nξ ×Nη×Nζ = 1200×1120×66= 88,704,000 where Nξ ,
Nη and Nζ are the number of cells in the streamwise, ver-
tical and lateral directions, respectively. The surface mesh
sizes in wall units are provided for 10◦ angle of attack (α) in
figure 2. The wall resolution satisfies the requirements for
DNS suggested by Georgiadis et al. (2010). In addition, a
fine grid spacing is maintained on the aerofoil suction side
(as shown in figure 1(b) in order to capture the separated
shear layer and transition which occurs there for higher an-
gles of attack.

The aerofoil is in a fixed position with its chord line
in the x-direction. The flow is initially ambient, and then
accelerated to u∞ =U∞ cos(α), v∞ =U∞ sin(α), and w∞ = 0
by application of a moving frame technique. The velocity
is ramped up over a period of 5 time units (ta∞/Lc).

In figure 3 a comparison of the time averaged pressure
(Cp) and skin friction (C f ) coefficients is made to the DNS
data of Jones et al. (2008) for α = 5 in order to validate the
current numerical method. Overall there is a good match
for both quantities on both suction and pressure sides. In
particular there is very good agreement for the mean separa-
tion and reattachment points (at x/L− c =−0.4 and 0.108)
shown by the C f .

Acoustic calculations
Acoustic data in the far-field is predicted with the a

frequency domain formulation of the Ffowcs-Willaims and
Hawkings (FW-H) Ffowcs Williams & Hawkings (1969)
acoustic analogy Lockard (2000, 2002) for dipole noise.

p′aH( f ) =−
∫

f=0
F̂i(xxxsss,ω)

∂G(xxxooo;xxxsss)

∂xs,i
dS (4)

wherê is a Fourier transformed variable, f = 0 is the aero-
foil surface, H is the heavy side step function, ω is the an-
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Figure 1. Computational grid. (a) full domain, 10% of points shown; (b) close up near the aerofoil, 50% of points shown. (c)
close up near the aerofoil leading edge.

( )

( )

Figure 3. Time averaged pressure (a) and skin friction (b)
coefficients compared to the DNS data of Jones et al. (2008)
for α = 5◦.

gular frequency, and xo,i = {xo,yo,zo}, xs,i = {xs,ys,zs} are
the observer and source coordinates. Additionally, F̂i = p̂′ni
(not to be confused with FFF j in (2)), where n j is the outward
surface normal vector. The three-dimensional greens func-
tion G is given by:

G(xxxooo;xxxsss) =−
exp(−ik[(x̄2 +β 2(ȳ2 + z̄2))

1
2 −Mx̄]/β 2)

4π(x̄2 +β 2(ȳ2 + z̄2))
1
2

(5)
and

x̄ = (xo− xs)cos(α)+(yo− ys)sin(α) (6)

ȳ =−(xo− xs)sin(α)+(yo− ys)cos(α) (7)

z̄ = zo− zs (8)

where k = ω/a∞ is the wavenumber. In the current ap-
proach the surface integration is carried out over the aero-
foil surface, allowing monopole contributions to be omit-
ted from (4). Fourier transforms are calculated using the
FFTW package, utilising a taper cosine window. Presently,
the contribution from quadrupole sources is not considered.
As shown by Wolf et al. (2012) quadrupoles may have a sig-
nificant effect on the magnitude for medium-high frequen-
cies. This will be investigated in the future work.

SIMULATION RESULTS
Numerical simulations are run for three angles of at-

tack α = 5◦, 10◦ and 15◦. The CFL= 0.95, which results in
an adaptive time step of approximately ∆t∗ = 1×10−4. The
three cases are run for 60, 150 and 200 non-dimensional
time units respectively.

In figure 4 iso-surface of Q-criterion (Q=10) are shown
coloured by velocity magnitude, which gives an overview
of the key features corresponding to each of the three cases.
At α = 5◦ the flow is characterised primarily by laminar
separation followed by transition and reattachment as a tur-
bulent boundary layer. For the higher angle of attack cases
the aerofoil also begins to exhibit trailing edge separation.
Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities are formed in the shear layer
for both 10◦ and 15◦ cases, and large scale von Kármán
vortices are shed from the TE for 15◦. In figure 5 the nor-
malised stream-wise density gradient ((∂ρ/∂x)Lc/ρ∞) for
the 5◦ (a) and 15◦ (b) cases is shown. The figure highlights
significant differences in the acoustic near-field for pre-
and post-stall examples. For 5◦ the noise radiated appears
primarily dipolar. In comparison for 15◦, high frequency
waves are much more prominent. A significant amount of
sound also appears to radiate from the wake downstream,
and the leading edge shear layer, which represent possible
quadrupole sources.

Dipole noise calculations
The dipole noise is calculated from the surface in-

tegral term of (4) using 1024 time samples with spacing
∆t∗ = 5/256. PSD is estimated using the Welch averag-
ing technique with 3 equal segments and 50% overlap. To
account for the spanwise periodic condition the FW-H cal-
culation is performed for multiple source regions (copied
and shifted in span), which are assumed to radiate indepen-
dently (Wolf et al., 2012). The number of source regions is
selected such that the final result produces a converged solu-
tion, requiring 120Lz. The extent to which this assumption
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Figure 4. Iso-surface of Q-criterion (||Ωi jLc/a∞||2 −
||Si jLc/a∞||2), (Q=10), coloured by the magnitude of ve-
locity for (a) α = 5◦, (b) α = 10◦, and (c) α = 15◦.

is valid will be investigated in the future work by compar-
ison to larger spanwise domain cases. Figure 6 shows the
PSD (Sppa/p2

∞) vs Strouhal number St = f Lc/u∞, averaged
over the observer angles 60◦ to 120◦ at a radius 8Lc from
the TE.

As angle of attack is increased the low frequency noise
increases considerably. The peak occurring at St = 0.69
for the deep stall case corresponds to the large scale vortex
shedding at the TE. This contrasts with Strouhal number
St = 0.88 observed for the same Reynolds number at 12◦ in
the DNS data of Rodrı́guez et al. (2013) for incompressible
flow. The 15◦ cases also exhibits less prominent tones at
1.69, 2.62, 4.18 and 5.80. For 3.4≤ St ≤ 11.0 the pre-stall
and onset-stall cases obtain a comparable level, while the
post-stall cases is significantly increased in this range, often
in excess of 10 dB. At higher frequencies St > 11, the noise
level for 10◦ rises significantly, exceeding the level for 15◦.

Figure 5. Stream-wise density gradient (normalised) for
α = 5◦ (a) and α = 15◦ (b).

( ∗
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∞
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Figure 6. PSD averaged over observer angles 60◦ to 120◦

at a radius 8Lc from the TE obtained by the dipole compo-
nent of the FW-H for three angles of attack.

A broad peak is observed for 10◦ at St = 12.70, after which
the noise level remains fairly consistent. A similar peak is
also observed for 5◦. A peak was also observed by Wolf
et al. (2012) at St = 10.8 at the same angle of attack and
Mach number, which was attributed to vortex shedding near
the LE.

In order to better understand the far-field noise, the
source strength is considered over the aerofoil surface. Fig-
ures 6-8 show the magnitude of the Fourier transform of
wall pressure jump in a logarithmic scale for St = 0.69,
5.80 and 12.70. Here the pressure jump is calculated by
subtracting the y component of fluctuating pressure on the
lower side from the upper side of the aerofoil. This di-
rectly relates to the i = 2 dipole term in (4). For St = 0.69,
the 5◦ and 10◦ configurations shown a maximum source
magnitude just before the reattachment point, during flow
transition in the separated shear layer. Meanwhile the 15◦
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Figure 7. Contours of wall pressure jump at St = 0.69 in a
log scale (pre f = 10−10 p∞) at α = 5◦ (a), α = 10◦ (b), and
α = 15◦ (c). White and grey dashed lines represent mean
separation and reattachment points.

Figure 8. Contours of wall pressure jump at St = 5.8 in a
log scale (pre f = 10−10 p∞) at α = 5◦ (a), α = 10◦ (b), and
α = 15◦ (c). White and grey dashed lines represent mean
separation and reattachment points.

case exhibits maximum source strength over the aft portion
of the aerofoil, likely associated with low frequency von-
Kármán shedding. This is also shown for the 10◦ case but
to a lesser extent.

A similar trend is observed at St = 5.80 (figure 8) for
the two lower angle of attacks, although the high strength
source is spread over a larger area. For the full stall (15◦)
case, the source is mainly concentrated at the trailing edge.
Surprisingly the maximum source magnitude for 15◦ angle
of attack is noticeably smaller and more concentrated than
the lower angle cases. This is despite the larger noise level
observed in the far-field at the same frequency. A possi-
ble explanation for this contradiction can be obtained by
also considering the phase variation of the surface. Figure
9 shows the real part of the Fourier transform of wall pres-
sure jump at the same Strouhal number. Regions with equal
magnitude which are in phase (φ2− φ1 = 2nπ) have equal
sign, whereas out of phase regions (φ2−φ1 = nπ) have op-
posite signs. For the 5◦ and 10◦ cases there is a high level
of destructive interference in the high source strength ar-

Figure 9. Real part of ∆Pw (Fourier transform of wall pres-
sure jump) for St = 5.8 at α = 5◦ (a), α = 10◦ (b), and
α = 15◦ (c)

eas. Conversely, for 15◦, the high strength region near the
TE is almost entirely in phase. This might suggest rela-
tively more efficient noise radiation, resulting in the peak
observed in figure 6. Similar trends can also be observed
from the imaginary part of the Fourier transform, which is
not shown here for conciseness.

Figure 10. Contours of wall pressure jump at St = 12.70
in a log scale (pre f = 10−10 p∞) at α = 5◦ (a), α = 10◦ (b),
and α = 15◦ (c). White and grey dashed lines represent
mean separation and reattachment points.

Figure 10 shows the source magnitude for St = 12.70.
With a few exceptions the distribution of the source magni-
tude is comparable to the lower Strouhal number St = 5.80.
For 5◦ the location of maximum source magnitude is shifted
slightly downstream, roughly coinciding with the reattach-
ment point. Meanwhile for 10◦ the source becomes more
concentrated in the transitional region. For 15◦ oblique
modes are clearly visible near the leading edge and mid
chord. At this frequency 10◦ dominates the far-field noise,
while the 5◦ and 15◦ obtain a similar level. This is pos-
sibly attributed to the larger source area for the 15◦ case,
despite weaker maximum source. The phase relationship
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Figure 11. Real part of ∆Pw (Fourier transform of wall
pressure jump) for St = 12.70 at α = 5◦ (a), α = 10◦ (b),
and α = 15◦ (c)

is shown in figure 11, which contains the real part of the
Fourier transform at the same Strouhal number. Both 5◦ and
10◦ cases again show significant out of phase regions in the
high strength source area. This indicates the higher radiated
noise for the 10◦ case may be due to larger amplitude of wall
pressure fluctuations. It is also worth pointing out how both
10◦ and 15◦ cases show noticeable large wavelength (high
phase speed) variations in the spanwise direction. The result
indicates that spanwise and oblique structures might play a
significant role in the noise generation. This raises some
questions regarding the effect of spanwise domain size on
the current noise calculations, which will be investigated in
the future work.

CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK
This paper presents preliminary results of an investiga-

tion into the effects of separation and stall on aerofoil noise.
High order ILES simulations of a NACA0012 aerofoil are
carried out at three angles of attack 5◦, 10◦ and 15◦, at
Re∞ = 50,000 and M∞ = 0.4. Estimates for the dipole noise
contribution are calculated using a frequency domain FW-
H solver. It is shown how as angle of attack increased the
noise greatly increases at low frequency. While at medium
frequencies it remains comparable until deep stall (15◦). At
high frequencies, both 10◦ and 15◦ exhibit significant noise
increase compared to the pre-stall case. The wall pressure
spectra is also considered over the full aerofoil surface at
select frequencies in order to gain additional insight into
the noise generation mechanisms. It is found that generally,
the 5◦ and 10◦ cases exhibit maximum source strength dur-
ing transition and reattachment of the flow. The 15◦ case
on the other hand usually shows maximum source strength
towards the trailing edge. It is also suggested that phase
variations on the surface can play a significant role in the
radiated sound.

This paper only consider the dipole part of the radi-
ated sound. As discussed it is possible that the quadrupole
sources will also make a significant contribution to the
sound amplitude at the current Mach number (Wolf et al.,
2012) at high frequencies. It is also important to conduct
a spanwise domain sensitivity test on the current results in
order to verify the three dimensional features of separated

flow are properly captured.
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